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Executive summary
The Asociación por los Derechos Civiles (Association for Civil
Rights - ADC) has the mission to advocate for fundamental
rights by contributing to the design of public policies within the
state as well as the private sector. Government responses must
promote a broad and robust civic space on the Internet. This duty
implies ensuring users’ freedom of expression, guaranteeing
favorable conditions for the creation of online groups (freedom
of association) and allowing the exercise of the right to protest on
platforms (freedom of assembly).
Similarly, private companies must also commit to this purpose.
Large platforms have extensive power to determine the conditions
under which speech can circulate over the web. The influence of
these companies is even greater than that of many countries and
therefore, their action can seriously hinder the dissemination of
ideas and opinions. Thus, the private sector is also accountable for
the protection of human rights.
The health crisis caused by Covid-19 and the deepening of political
polarization around the world - with the United States as a leading
example - has drawn public attention to the role of states and
private platforms in addressing phenomena such as disinformation
and hate speech. Actions taken by governments and companies
should be subject to the closest public scrutiny, as they will
influence the way debates will be handled in the future.
The recommendations that will be provided here aim to contribute
to an outcome that strengthens the rule of law, the prevalence
of a democratic culture and the enjoyment of an inclusive online
civic space.
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Introduction
Crises are often opportunities for the emergence of new regulations
by states and large companies. This time has been no exception.
On the one hand, the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic has
raised concerns about the effects that disinformation may have
on the population’s health and well-being. On the other hand,
the institutional crisis undergone by the United States has drawn
attention to the issue of hate speech, discrimination and violence,
coming not only from ordinary citizens but political actors around
the world as well. Both phenomena gave rise to a variety of
responses from public authorities and platforms. As has been said,
these measures were devised for an exceptional situation, but are
more than likely to continue in force after the return to normality.
And if not, the precedents they leave behind will serve as an
anticipation of future regulatory trends. In any case, the underlying
challenge remains. Large corporations have increased their power to
such an extent that several aspects of their behavior are in collision
with our understanding of democracy and how it should function.
Likewise, governments take advantage of the context to put forward
policies that foster surveillance and suppression of dissident voices.
This paper will focus on four aspects of the current scenario:
•
•
•
•

The criminalization of online expression
The monitoring of posts on social networks (cyber-patrolling)
Decision-making on content moderation in social media platforms
State officials and violent speech

First, we intend to examine these trends and then, offer some
preliminary recommendations to assist public authorities and
companies in their decision-making process, with an overall aim
to address the above issues in a perspective which is respectful of
human rights.
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The criminalization of online speech
The use of criminal law to repress illegal behavior should be a
democratic state’s last resort (ultima ratio principle of criminal
law). This precept should be enhanced when it comes to freedom
of expression. Pressing criminal charges for something said or
posted is a typical trait of authoritarian regimes that stifle political
debate. For this reason, it has been stated on several occasions that
“Criminal Law is the most restrictive and severe means to establish
responsibility for unlawful conduct”.1
In Argentina, as well as in other countries around the region, the
outbreak of the pandemic gave rise to several criminal proceedings
against individuals for comments made on social networks. The
reason argued was the commission of “public intimidation”2 by
making posts aimed at creating public fear or stirring up incidents.
The most famous case in our country was the one involving Kevin
Guerra. On April 7, 2020, the 20-year-old youth posted on his
Twitter account: “Hey, what’s up with those of us who do not receive
the 10-thousand-peso bonus. The looting plan is still afoot, isn’t
it?”,3 in reference to his not collecting the emergency economic
assistance.4 The comment was detected by the Technological
Crimes Sub-Department of the National Gendarmerie together
with the Cyber Patrol Area of the Buenos Aires Province Police.5 The
security forces searched for posts on Twitter under the parameter
“looting/lockdown/argentina” and when coming across Guerra’s
tweet, they issued an “early warning” on the understanding that the
publication accounted for a crime.6 Guerra was thus notified that
he was being prosecuted for an offense punishable by 2 to 6 years
of imprisonment, although the federal district attorney hearing
the case later considered that no felony had been committed. The
Federal Court No. 3 of Mar del Plata agreed, and at the end of 2020,
Guerra was acquitted.7 At the same time, criminal investigations
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for public intimidation were launched against people spreading
information considered false about the pandemic. In different
cities of Argentina, there were charges for sending WhatsApp
voice messages8 or posting allegedly fake news on websites.9 Even
journalists suffered administrative sanctions of this type.10
The situation led the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights
(IACHR) and the Office of the Special Rapporteur for Freedom of
Expression (RELE) to express their concern. Both organizations
reaffirmed that “the introduction of criminal types could backlash
the region into a situation where opinions about state officials
or matters of public interest are punished and become a means
of effective restraint on the publication of ideas, criticism and
information”.11 Undoubtedly, the use of definitions such as “public
intimidation”, “public fear” or alike has always raised suspicion
because of their vagueness. But their application to online speech
creates an additional set of problems. To name but a few:
• Wider restrictions on protest. “Public intimidation” as a criminal
type has always been used to curb citizens’ right to demonstrate
against government measures,12 apply for jobs13 or file claims in
court.14 Thus, its disproportionate application has led to numerous
instances in which social protest is criminalized. There is no reason
to believe that its use in the online sphere will be any different. The
restrictions on public gatherings imposed due to the pandemic
have forced people to engage more time on the Internet doing
activities hitherto done in person, and the right to protest is
among these activities. Indeed, Kevin Guerra’s case can be seen
as an example of sarcastic dissent against the shortcomings in the
government social assistance programs. The subsequent action
carried out by the security forces shows how the type of abuse
previously mentioned recurs and even may be aggravated in the
digital realm, considering the huge amount of content being passed
through social networks.
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• Increased risk of misapplication of public intimidation
charges. Throughout history, governments have resorted to the
idea of danger and threats of violence to suppress critical and
dissident voices.15 For this reason, the standard for labelling speech
as unlawful must be very precise. Judicial doctrine states that such
should be applied only to expressions capable of producing an
“imminent illegal action”.16 Aside from these exceptional cases,
the state cannot legitimately assume the role of deciding what
sort of speech is acceptable or not. Therefore, attempts to apply
the “public intimidation” statute to social media posts are most
likely to be legally flawed. Such expressions are mostly abstract
invocations of violence with minimal chances of real repercussions.
In Argentina, several people were investigated for tweeting threats
against former president Mauricio Macri and former minister
Patricia Bullrich, although they were later acquitted.17 In other
cases, they are mere jokes that may be offensive but do not amount
to being capable of stirring up violence. This does not imply,
however, that expressions on social media can never provoke
violence at all, and it is frequently argued that Donald Trump’s
posts are a good example of this. Nonetheless, he is a public
figure of great relevance, with millions of followers and within a
context of unprecedented institutional crisis. In order to justify
the decision to suspend Trump’s account, Facebook claimed that
he had emphatically approved of the people storming the Capitol
when he wrote, “We love you. You’re very special, and when calling
his supporters “great patriots” and encouraging them to “remember
this day forever” he was also showing endorsement for the rioters.18
The bond between a political leader and his followers warrants a
more careful consideration, due to the influence that the former
exerts on the latter. This condition does not apply to an ordinary
citizen making similar comments on the Internet. Therefore, the
same reasons that lead us to view comments made by the former
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president of the United States with concern should prompt us to
reject any government attempt to punish ordinary citizens on the
grounds that their words may incite riots or similar actions.
• Risk of private standards influencing the interpretation of
criminal definitions. All major platforms have content moderation
policies on violent or hate speech,19 determining what is to be
understood as such and which sanctions are to be imposed. In
addition, companies create their own procedures to enforce
these guidelines. In fact, these policies are not necessarily in line
with international standards of human rights. Private platforms
use broad definitions and criteria which allow content removal
in a manner we would deem questionable if it were done by
the government. For example, Facebook’s hate speech policy
covers expressions containing “harmful stereotypes, statements
of inferiority, expressions of contempt, disgust or dismissal, or
insults towards a protected characteristic.20 In turn, Twitter bans
statements that “glorify, celebrate, praise or condone violent
crimes, violent events where people were targeted because of
their membership in a protected group, or the perpetrators of
such acts”.21 Thus, Twitter defines glorification “to include praising,
celebrating or condoning statements, such as “I’m glad this
happened”, “This person is my hero”, “I wish more people did things
like this”, or “I hope this inspires others to act”.22 If governments
or courts begin to apply definitions such as “public intimidation”
to online speech, it is possible that their criteria for delimiting the
term will be influenced by the manner private companies resolve
similar disputes. Considering the novelty of these situations, state
and judicial authorities are yet to establish clear guidelines, hence,
the likelihood to turn to the criteria used in the platforms to guide
their decisions. Ultimately, public and democratic regulation should
model the development of content moderation policies, never vice
versa.
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Monitoring of social media posts
(cyber-patrolling)
The investigation and prosecution of individuals for comments on
networks cannot take place without the security forces conducting
social media intelligence (SOCMINT) to find expressions deemed
as criminal.23 This activity poses a high risk, as it can severely affect
the online civic space, thus changing it into a place where critical
opinions are discouraged.
Although Argentina has been using this technique for several years,
the issue acquired greater repercussions in April 2020 when the
National Minister of Security declared that they were resorting
to cyber policing to monitor social mood.24 The government was
particularly concerned about possible calls for looting and riots,
and drew up a protocol for action in response,25 allegedly in line
with international human rights standards.26 However, the data
protection authority recommended suspending its enforcement as
it failed to adequately protect individual privacy.27
The danger that using SOCMINT poses to the creation of a free
Internet environment is obvious for several reasons, among which
we can mention:
• It legitimizes police-led deterrence of speech, not behavior.
This has been informally called “cyber patrolling”, since it is likened
to the prevention tasks that police normally carry out in public
spaces (streets, squares, parks, etc.). This comparison, however,
omits a substantial difference: the main purpose of police action
is to thwart illicit behavior that may direct and immediately affect
the life, physical integrity or property of a person. Law enforcers
are meant to act on the street in case of assault, gunpoint robbery,
vandalism, burglary, etc. In contrast, cyber-patrolling focuses
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mainly on speech, i.e., comments, messages, posts and other
forms of online interaction. Thus, the object of surveillance are
expressions that, in general, do not immediately put people’s
property and interests at risk. Of course, this does not imply that
the Internet cannot be used as a means of exchanging information
to carry out illegal activities, whether online or in person. But
the perils of SOCMINT leads to it eventually being used for social
control or to restrain legitimate speech.
• Police cannot be held accountable for their actions with
ease: citizen control of law enforcement agents is essential for
people to maintain trust in the system. Several aspects help in
this task when the patrolling is done in physical spaces, Firstly,
officers are clearly identifiable by their uniforms and badges, and
move around in vehicles which are identifiable as well. In this way,
individuals can monitor their actions. Secondly, when patrolling
happens in physical places, people can witness their activity, and
finally, eventual situations of police abuse can be recorded by
photo or video. For instance, journalism has played an important
role in revealing how police may violate human rights.28 These
circumstances are absent in cyber patrolling. We have no means
of knowing if police intelligence is currently viewing our comments
or posts. We cannot access the offices where SOCMINT occurs. We
have no information about which pages are visited and if we do,
we can only rely on what the authorities say. Chances of citizens
or journalists recording a possible case of abuse are slim. There
is a secrecy which is inherent to the way cyber-patrolling is
conducted. Thus, we must be very cautious in introducing its use.
• It assumes that content appearing in publicly available
sources is not subject to a high degree of data protection.The
main argument for SOCMINT is that social media posts are freely
accessible information and preventing law enforcement from
monitoring them would be analogous to blindfolding police officers
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walking on the streets. The comparison, however, is inaccurate. The
uniqueness of social media platforms is that the information hosted
is publicly available in principle, but in fact, the sites are operated
by private corporations imposing their own rules. Hence, there is
a hybrid nature which calls for considering the issue differently.
Protection of personal data is of major importance in the digital era,
since it allows people to control the use and recipients of their own
data, according to the principle of informational self-determination.
People express their political opinions, sexual preferences or
health status on social networks. The sensitivity of this data
requires that its processing should not be subject to covert
surveillance or screening by the authorities. In its statement on
the protocol for cyber-patrolling, the data protection authority
stressed that sensitive information enjoys special protection and
therefore, any processing is subject to the strictest scrutiny29 In
that sense, any policing activity is more like an officer standing on
the sidewalk and looking through a house window all day to see
what is going on inside. And likewise, the equivalent of “drawing
the curtains” would be users closing accounts or refraining from
expressing their opinions on controversial issues.
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Private influence on content moderation
decisions
Both from civil society30 as well as from academia,31 the need to
adopt international human rights standards for decisions on content
moderation has been emphasized. While it is obvious that no single
solution will magically solve all the problems of online speech
governance, the human rights perspective has certain advantages.
In terms of legitimacy, it provides us with a global language on which
we can rely to start a discussion on an equal basis. Disputes about
post removals, account suspensions and so on should be resolved
on standards that the international community as such could
recognize as its own. On the other hand, it would be a foundation
for the design of regulatory policies that keep governments from
falling into authoritarian temptations. Although this aspiration
should be conceived as an indispensable first step, it is insufficient
in itself. Any implementation of norms -including those concerning
human rights- will be thwarted if there is no decentralization
of the power that companies hold on deciding about content
moderation. A change in the rules without altering the current state
of affairs regarding the bodies and the procedures by which these
rules are enforced, may lead to the following situation:
• Increased power of social media platforms. human rights
standards need to be interpreted before their application. The
question of who is in charge of such enforcement is of crucial
importance. If the same companies were to continue deciding
unilaterally and exclusively, changing their private guidelines for
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights will not have
a significant effect. Discretionary decisions would continue, now in
the name of human rights. The power of these private corporations
would actually be augmented, due to the new source of legitimacy.
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• Increased likelihood that external content moderation
mechanisms influence the resolutions of public authorities.
. Companies deal with thousands of cases on a daily basis. This
intensive work has prompted them to develop expeditious
procedures for resolving disputes over content. In addition,
some of them have adopted external overseeing mechanisms for
their decisions. A prime example of this is Facebook’s Oversight
Board (OB), which has applied community norms but resorting
to international human rights standards as a reference. Judicial
authorities - especially those in our country and region - do not
have equivalent experience, inclining them to be influenced by such
interpretations had they to intervene. Consequently, judgements
of official authorities could be a mere replica of previous decisions
made by private mechanisms already established.
• It may prevent users from playing a central role in decisionmaking.Platforms have admitted being aware of the problem
caused by online content governance being exclusively in their
hands. For that reason, some of them have created mechanisms
so that external bodies can oversee those resolutions with binding
powers. The most outstanding example so far is Facebook setting
up its Oversight Board, which issues the final ruling in certain
controversies over content removal.32 This is a positive step,
insofar as the platform recognizes its lack of legitimacy to make
such sensitive decisions. The solution, however, does have its
flaws: although the board members have sufficient background
and expertise to deal with these issues and there is no evidence
that their independence may be impaired, the task continues
to be in the hands of a small number of people. Responses to
such controversial and global problems should aim to involve
citizens significantly in decision making. The Internet already has
alternative models of content moderation where individuals have a
good deal of influence. For example, Wikipedia’s dispute resolution
system relies fundamentally on the discussion and decision of
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users and volunteers. Of course, this model is not suitable for exact
replication on platforms with very different characteristics. But it
is relevant to point out that there are no insurmountable barriers
to broadening citizen engagement in the resolution of content
moderation conflicts.
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Political speech and violence
The decision of the major companies to expel former U.S. President
Donald Trump from their platforms has led the discussion
over content moderation to focus on the relationship between
politicians’ discourse and violence. On the one hand, we are told
that citizens should have the easiest possible access to whatever
is said by public authorities of such relevance. Thus, banning a
president from communicating through the most popular media
amounts to a significant restriction. On the other hand, such
leaders have enough power over a large number of people –
unlike average citizens – to stir up violence through inflammatory
comments. There are several possible responses to this dilemma,
but it is essential to point out a number of concerns underlying the
process of its resolution, since it is those that will come into play on
creating a healthy online civic space. To mention a few:
• Ability of social media platforms to assess the context.
According to the companies, Trump’s expulsion came forth after a
study of the U.S. situation showed that his statements had a clear
potential to provoke acts of violence.33 This action demonstrates
the importance of a proper evaluation before deciding on
content moderation. Nonetheless, this is something that can be
done effectively – to some extent – by major companies in the
United States, since it is there where most of them are based.
In contrast, their ability to understand the effects of speech in
given social environments or political climates of other countries
is diminished. Consequently, decisions may be made without the
proper information of such scenarios, especially those with deep
differences from that of the U.S.
• Local solutions with global impacts. Although Trump’s
deplatforming was on grounds of avoiding resurgence of violence
in the domestic scene, the consequences reached users all over the
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world. In other words, the citizens of Argentina, Denmark, India,
Australia and elsewhere were deprived of reading the outgoing
president’s posts due to a particular situation in the United States.
There was obviously no chance that those countries could be
exposed to any sort of violence emanating from Trump’s tweets.
Therefore, in a certain perspective, the measure could be reckoned
as disproportionate. Indeed, platforms implement their decisions
with uniformity in every country that they operate. Aside from
economic reasons, there are technical and operational factors that
justify this policy. Moreover, a segmentation of the norms – e.g.,
Trump banned on Twitter in the US but allowed anywhere else
– is not a solution that can be easily implemented and may pose
bigger problems than those it intends to solve. Nonetheless, it is a
phenomenon that deserves consideration. Global court-ordered
removals are often questioned because they are said to lead to a
“race to the bottom” in the application of norms restricting free
speech. The conclusion should be no different on decisions made
by a private company.
• Consistency of criteria among companies. Increasingly, large
platforms are making similar decisions on content moderation
issues. The era in which different strategies and guidelines were
adopted to deal with disinformation and determine what content
can remain on their networks is giving way to a coincidence –
either spontaneous or deliberate – of the actions to be taken, a
phenomenon that has been described by some authors as the
emergence of “content cartels”.34 If this trend towards uniformity
deepens, the ensuing lack of diversity might lead to a number
of problems. First of all, it would expand the effects of a wrong
decision, e.g., the arbitrary elimination of content from one
platform cannot be mitigated by another’s decision to maintain
it. Secondly, it reduces our chances to experiment, compare,
and evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of each moderation
policy. Thus, the diversity which is necessary to evolve in the
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understanding of a subject such as Internet governance, which is
only in its early stages, is impoverished. Finally, the aforementioned
“cartelization” increasingly reveals the high degree of concentration
in the hands of few players. Therefore, uniform action by the
major platforms can shut down an individual from any meaningful
interaction on the most popular sites.35
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Preliminary recommendations
The challenges are complex, and no magic solution is available.
But there are actions that, if implemented, can contribute to the
design of an online civic space respectful of people’s rights. Below
are provided some preliminary recommendations to address the
problems mentioned in previous sections.

Criminalization of online speech
• Do not resort to concepts provided for in the Criminal Code
such as “public intimidation” or similar to prosecute posts
made on social networks. Prosecutors and criminal courts must
implement the standards of freedom of expression when deciding
to investigate or press charges against individuals for their activity
on social networks. These principles indicate that only speech that
is aimed at producing imminent illegal behavior and has a certain
likelihood of doing so can be indicted. Under this standard, the
vast majority of comments made on the Internet should not be
criminalized even if they are unpleasant or irritating. On the other
hand, it would be advisable to enact a law that clearly establishes
that expressions referring to matters of public interest are not
included in the public intimidation definition. As in the case of
slander and libel, this clarification would be useful to avoid criminal
persecution of persons using the Internet to spread information.
• Consolidate and expand the scope of the right to protest on
the Internet. In a country with deep inequalities like Argentina,
less favored social groups have few means to make their voices
heard to political authorities, and online communication could
serve as a remedy to this shortcoming, however minimal. This
should be a reason for courts and the authorities to especially
protect those expressions of dissent. Examples such as Kevin
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Guerra’s tweet could have been used to address the underlying
problem of social assistance to people affected by lockdown
instead of launching criminal investigations for jokes that had no
chance of generating any serious impact.

Cyber-patrolling
• Internet policing should be subject to strict scrutiny: it cannot
be standardized the same way as street patrolling for one
simple reason. our law forbids gathering information or storing
data on people for their legitimate activities.36 This is precisely what
happens when mass online monitoring is not conducted within a
particular criminal investigation. It is the government who must
prove that less costly options are not available to its duty to ensure
public order. Similarly, it must provide that its actions are limited
and specific. In terms of protection of the civic space, this implies
that cyber patrolling should not be used to actively track citizens for
alleged speech-related crimes.
• Create independent accountability mechanisms with citizen
participation. Internet policing must have an external system of
checks and balances to oversee that law enforcement agencies
guarantee individual rights are protected. This implies a number
of conditions, but as a start, the activities and policies related to
social media should be publicly disclosed, so as to be impartially
scrutinized. On the other hand, it requires the creation of oversight
committees formed by citizens to ensure a democratic control
of police procedures. Finally, it calls for human rights impact
assessments and audits by independent entities with a solid record
and expertise.
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Decision-making processes on content
moderation
• Deepen and develop the existing standards on freedom of
expression. Governments, judiciaries, and human rights protection
systems – each within their scope – must continue their work in
specifying and delimitating existing principles on free speech.
Otherwise, the vagueness of terms can be exploited by large
platforms to justify decisions made in view of their own interests
while proclaiming to be in line with the international human rights
framework. Indeed, issues such as hate speech or disinformation
generate legitimate disagreements on how to deal with them.
However, this does not prevent public authorities from promoting
discussion and formulating proposals that can be debated open
and democratically.
• Explore options to increase the democratic legitimacy of the
bodies and procedures by which content moderation policies
are designed and applied. However fair they may be, the content
moderation decisions of large digital platforms are lacking in
democratic legitimacy. Civil society organizations, academia and
individuals in general should be given substantial participation in
the internal processes that each platform performs to moderate
content. “Substantial”, in this case, means participation beyond
the role of mere advisory boards, enjoying real and binding power
of decision over the most controversial situations. Equally, the
democratization of online discourse governance models demands
that platforms create novel mechanisms to incorporate the citizenry
in their decision-making. While being too early to deem this as the
most effective solution, it does appear as a suitable path to follow
for tackling – along with other measures – the aforementioned
democratic deficit.
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Political speech and violence
• In contexts of high conflict, public officials have a special
duty to prevent their statements from affecting fundamental
rights. Freedom of expression is a right for the entire population
and therefore, includes public officials. However, leaders have the
obligation to protect citizens’ fundamental rights not only through
their actions but also through their words. As the Inter-American
System has held, in situations of high political and/or social
polarization, state officials should avoid speech that put certain
social groups in a situation of vulnerability. 37For example, the InterAmerican Court of Human Rights has indicated that public officials
should refrain from making statements that, in a context of social
polarization, increase the risk of journalists and media outlets to
suffer aggressions from third parties. However, these decisions
must be backed up by an understanding of the local context. Thus,
regular interaction with national actors, with the possibility of
influencing companies’ decisions to a certain degree, is imperative.
• Measures to curb expressions of violence by public officials
must be sufficiently adequate so as not to affect the principle
of proportionality. The indefinite suspension of an account
implies the most severe sanction in terms of guaranteeing
freedom of expression. Therefore, platforms must explore other
less harmful alternatives that can achieve the same end. Donald
Trump’s expulsion is a clear example of this. If the argument
for shutting down his accounts was the extraordinary political
context in the United States, the period of suspension could have
been limited to the period of transition of power. And had it been
estimated that the danger lingered, the ban could have been
extended for another period and so on. An indefinite exclusion
leaves companies with absolute discretion to assess possible new
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situations. In contrast, a time-bound decision may force platforms
to analyze changes in the social context and be in the need to
publicly justify the extension of a ban.

***
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